Research during medical school: is it particularly difficult in developing countries compared to developed countries?
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Objectives: Medical student involvement in research has been declining over the years. We reviewed the factors that hinder participation in research with a focus on developing countries.

Methods: Literature search was performed using PubMed, MEDLINE and Cochrane Library. Peer-reviewed articles published between 1995 and 2017 were screened for relevance to identify key factors affecting medical student involvement in research with a particular focus on developing world. Analytical review is presented here in this article in relation to commonly reported aspects related to research during medical school.

Results: This search revealed varied contributing factors that hinder students’ growth and interest in research. It commonly highlighted few aspects in relation to research during medical school, and they were “variability in research uptake among students and issues related to them, their knowledge and attitude toward research and organizational input and its influence on students”.

Conclusion: While early introduction to research by inculcating a mindset aimed at research has been proposed, it has not been seen in practice during either the medical school or beyond to an extent that was expected. It appears that developing countries, while they share some of the reasons with developed countries, have their own set of difficulties, which are influenced by culture, beliefs and priorities.
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Introduction

Engaging students in active learning lies at the heart of effective education, and student engagement has been the subject of increasing scholarly research. Student engagement is generally accepted as a function to the time and energy devoted to educationally purposeful activities in and out of the classroom. In medical schools, individual student engagement in learning and research has come under increasing attention. Medical students’ engagement in research has been reported in the literature and has been associated with the acquisition of transferrable skills in the areas of communication, teamwork, time management and critical thinking, gaining experience and motivation for a research career, improving critical thinking abilities and fostering positive attitudes toward science and scientific methodology.1–5

Students’ views differ and more so when one looks at students from different backgrounds, more specifically those from developing countries compared to developed countries.6 Unfortunately, the future of academic medicine has come into question as recent reports point to declining numbers of clinician–scientists in both developed and developing countries.7–10 We here review and describe some of the reasons behind the difference in interest amongst medical students from developing and developed coun-
tries and their research output. We also discuss the factors that motivate students to get involved in research, with additional focus on undergraduate students from developing countries.

Methods and results
We conducted a search for articles from PubMed, MEDLINE and Cochrane Library using the following keywords: “undergraduate research” and “medical students” and combining them with “developing country” and “developed country” separately looking for various factors that were discussed to be the hindrances for participation of medical students in research in developing countries. This revealed 75 and 41 articles, respectively. The search encompassed all the articles from 1995 till 2017.

In these articles, we focused on the most common topics discussed in relation to varied involvement of medical students in developed and developing countries. We included only those articles that focused on factors that hindered or encouraged research in medical school in developing countries and those articles that compared the difference in medical school research between developed and developing countries. These aspects and topics have formed the headings for discussion in the following. This refined search revealed 40 articles that we analyzed for contents. The various aspects commonly reported in the literature and so chosen to be discussed here are important for undergraduate medical research, variability in research uptake among students and issues related to them, their knowledge and attitude toward research and organizational input and its influence on students.

Importance of undergraduate medical research
There is a rapidly mounting propensity toward incorporating structured scientific research training into undergraduate medical education. Publishing manuscripts during the early years of medical education is correlated with more engagement in future research experiences. It is even seen as one of the main measures of progress of a country in the world scientific community. In spite of this, some students produce, to a greater degree, technically correct and scientifically sound pieces of literature that can be potentially transformed into valuable publications, while some fail to do so. This very fact raises two important questions: 1) what is the reason behind this production–outcome mismatch and 2) who should be held responsible? Student research publications should not be viewed as “inferior” scientific evidence as they can provide distinguished intellectual perspectives with a significant contribution to the ever-expanding body of science. Otherwise, it only encourages medical students to move away from perceiving curricular research activities as mere occasions to simply accomplish tasks and satisfy the grade-related requirements of a particular course or an assignment. This is where motivation plays a pivotal role, specifically when the student’s motivation is intrinsic. Course instructors play central roles in the process too. Continuous feedback and step-by-step guidance from course instructors on how students’ research classwork can be translated into layouts suitable for publication in professional scientific journals are equally important.

Issues behind variability in research uptake among undergraduate medical students
There are numerous issues that have been raised as causal factors responsible for varied uptake of research at the undergraduate medical school level. All these are largely due to these three factors: attitude to, knowledge of and barriers to research. These factors are much more exaggerated in developing countries. Streamlined training also may affect the number of trainees engaging in full-time higher degrees (such as Master of Philosophy [MPhil] or Doctor of Philosophy [PhD]) in spite of the fact that those who do engage are more likely to do well academically and clinically. Students are concerned about the career choices affecting their research program and vice versa, prolongation of training program, timing of family for women, job opportunities as a clinician-scientist and timing regarding full-time research amidst undergraduate training (more preferring to do after). A published systematic review on attitudes of medical students to medical leadership reported that one of the most important barriers to implementing research activities within medical schools is a lack of time given competing educational demands; the main cause cited by students in developing countries as their priority is in completing clinical studies.

Attitude
It has been found that when students hold positive attitudes toward an academic subject, it is easier for them to study that subject and feel the subject useful to their studies and future career; they tended to possess higher “self-efficacy” in studying the relevant subject. The outcome of the research in the form of a publication provided reassurance and recognition of their work. Self-efficacy is a person’s belief in his or her ability to succeed in a particular manner and how they go about it in order to reach their goals. This is widely variable, and
the outcomes are reflection of one’s own efficacy. A period of time spent in research may be beneficial for a number of reasons. It may aid in the development of critical appraisal and problem-solving skills as well as lending an increased understanding of the process involved in developing surgical research and make them more academically productive. Additionally those who take active interest tend to have a higher number of first author publications and are more likely to take up academic positions later in their career. The literature reports positive attitudes toward research among the majority of Irish, Pakistani, Croatian and New Zealand medical students throughout their career. However, it is variable and more so in developing countries with lower levels of positive attitude in developing countries. This study from Iran showed that 90% of students had significantly lower levels of positive attitude toward research.

Knowledge
Adequate knowledge of the study subject and awareness of research principles are essential prerequisites for any study. Inadequate knowledge is one of the most common reasons behind suboptimal study design or interpretation. It is a common notion that most of the students who pursue serious or full time research would have some prior experience or at least a thorough knowledge of the process. Studies of medical students show that in spite of inadequate knowledge of the scientific inquiry process, they were nonetheless interested in pursuing research in the future. On the other hand, if students had prior knowledge, they are more likely to pursue academic career, especially in developed countries compared to developing countries. An interview-based study revealed that 64% compared to 48% of students who had prior research experience were willing to pursue in this field. This study also identified that when three domains of self-determination theory were applied, well-supported compulsory research activities that incorporate group learning and elements of choice may promote motivation to do research and, potentially, careers in research, even in a research-naive student body.

Organizational input and its influence
Infrastructure and curriculum change could bring about change in the attitude and approach of students toward research. This could help them to realize the importance of career progression and remove some of the barriers for research uptake. Reformed curriculum may lead to increased student involvement in research. Pruskil et al noted that appropriate change in curriculum invited more final-year students to take part in research. This change has been seen irrespective of cultural or demographic background. Some of the universities and training boards have exemplified this change by offering points toward selection to competitive specialties post Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) in an attempt to encourage participation in medical school research. It is imperative that clinicians and researchers with experience with regular commitment to guide the students lead these changes. In Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital, UK; student scholars learn from taking part in tutorials pertaining to relevant skills such as academic writing. In all, 90% of students showed active interest after a similar experience from Stanford University and 75% published minimum of one paper as a result of such intervention from mentors. Both these demonstrate the concept of experiential learning that has been brilliantly put forth by Aristotle in his own words: “for the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them.”

In developed countries, universities have taken prominent steps to encourage and develop an environment where research mindset can flourish. Heidelberg University in Germany provides students in a pre-final year a dedicated period before completing the course for research. Medical students in Split University, Croatia, are given a month to complete a simple project early in the course. This would involve data collection, statistical analysis, presentation and publication. In both these universities, appropriate pre-training and support are provided to make the experience useful and enjoyable, thereby creating a positive mindset toward future academic career in the students upon graduation.

Universities and licensing agencies, including governmental organizations, may sometimes play a pivotal role in shaping a student’s academic career. In the USA and Canada, MD/PhD programs have been long established. This comprises typically 2 years of preclinical training, a period of laboratory-based research and 2 further years of clinical training. At the end, the students are conferred both MD and PhD. A number of questions have been asked criticizing this model. Are we mixing research and clinical training just because we can or are we doing justice to any component individually at all? Normally, a PhD student would spend at least 3 years in research, resulting in publication of numbers of scientific articles and or a thesis. So, in comparison to the conventional PhD, an MD/PhD degree might seem a quick and easy solution to improving one’s academic portfolio. An MD student otherwise would spend 5–8 years depending on the country of training, completely training in preclinical and clinical areas, committing to learn core medicine before embarking on the full-time research. As much as this program
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is attractive, only 2% of the medical students in the USA are pursuing this route (subject to availability and choice). On the other hand, 15% of students who choose such intercalated degrees pursue competitive specialties such as surgery.39

The General Medical Council from the UK, on the other hand, has recommended that learning outcomes for all medical graduates should include research skills to enable them to study in-depth areas that are of particular interest to them and to obtain insight into scientific and research methods.40 This curriculum seems to be a gentle middle ground between a fully-fledged research-based program and a conventional medical curriculum where only core medical topics are taught. In the UK and Ireland, Cambridge University has led the way in creating a similar MB BCChir/PhD program.41 On a recent questionnaire-based survey of medical students in Ireland, medical students responded favorably to such intercalated degrees with research component.42 The cohort who preferred research in this study was mainly made up of those who had prior research experience, aimed at pursuing competitive specialties, were males and had previous university degrees.

While the changes in attitude are positive at the undergraduate level, there seems to be a disparity in relation to its continuity once the students finish school. This disparity is ever so apparent in studies from developing countries.4,43,44 This curriculum seems to be a gentle middle ground between a fully-fledged research-based program and a conventional medical curriculum where only core medical topics are taught. In the UK and Ireland, Cambridge University has led the way in creating a similar MB BCChir/PhD program.41 On a recent questionnaire-based survey of medical students in Ireland, medical students responded favorably to such intercalated degrees with research component.42 The cohort who preferred research in this study was mainly made up of those who had prior research experience, aimed at pursuing competitive specialties, were males and had previous university degrees.

While the changes in attitude are positive at the undergraduate level, there seems to be a disparity in relation to its continuity once the students finish school. This disparity is ever so apparent in studies from developing countries.4,43,44 This disparity is ever so apparent in studies from developing countries.4,43,44 In a questionnaire-based study from Brazil, while 82% of the students showed initial promise to engage in scholarly activities, only 5% followed it through postgraduation.45 Similarly, a large proportion of medical students from India do not actively take part in research after completing medical school due to some common, repetitive reasons in the developing world.7 A cross-sectional review stated that even the findings of positive attitude lacked the power to assess a possible causal relationship between the engagement in research and attitudinal changes as students passed through senior and to postgraduate years.46 This indicates that just an interest in research or even playing part in research during undergraduate years does not necessarily imply a choice of future academic career. Three big reasons for this poor attitude in developing countries seem to be lack of career opportunities in academics, lack of resources in relation to funding as well as electronic resources such as Internet and lack of time in relation to clinical services, which is viewed as more important or demands from the curriculum.7,8,30,47

A modern perspective from Indian undergraduate training points toward some of the factors discussed.7 Although a long-standing culture of research has existed in postgraduate period of Indian medical training, it has not seen its influence on undergraduate medical education or inspired a significant proportion of graduates to take up academic career. This is in spite of series of efforts from enthusiastic academics at conferences and meeting with governmental organizations and universities.48 In a survey-based study of a long-standing undergraduate medical research program from Sudan, although 91% of the students perceived research as important to medicine, only 18% saw it to be beneficial for their career in their home country.37 All the three big reasons mentioned earlier were the prime reasons here for lack of interest in pursuing an academic career. A similar study from Saudi Arabia indicated that 91% of the students thought that it was a good idea to have some research background, but only 43% believed it to be useful for residency and even less beyond.29 This issue has not even spared India, the largest democratic nation in the world where opportunities and intelligence are perceived to be in abundance. A study from the south Indian state of Pondicherry suggested that lack of recognition in postgraduation for their work done in graduate medical school was a major cause in spite of numerous universities in southern India having a undergraduate research monitoring committee.44

There is a general negative notion among the students and their parents attending medical school in developing countries, more so in heavily indebted poor countries. The community and parents expect the qualified medical doctors to become high-earning clinicians and live an affluent life and care for their family, which takes time away from research and further deters students from pursuing an academic life.47 Financial resources could potentially be better spent on other priorities, with pressing issues, some solely due to a large population. Adequate resource includes not only finance, which of course is a prime barrier, but also supportive intellectual human resource in the form of competent research supervisors. Alghamdi et al29 found that 85% of the students cited lack of professional supervision as a barrier to successful research project. University supervisors are overburdened with clinical work and are underpaid, resulting in a declining number of university researchers and scientists in the past 2 decades.17,49 Furthermore, they lack research experience sufficient enough to supervise full-time research students in medical school if any are interested. An additional human resource, potentially, would be from the experienced peers in medical school. The concept of peer-assisted learning could be of benefit at medical school for smaller projects, which could stimulate interest in less experienced cohort. Unfortunately, the practice of peer-assisted learning is rarely seen as a part of the curriculum in developing countries. Non-governmental organizations play a vital role in providing
financial resource for research projects. Any withdrawal from such involvement has a significant effect not only on the ongoing projects but also on the future projects that may make potential research students rethink about their research options, as was recently found in a study from Canada.  

Medical students from developing countries often find that the demands from the curriculum are overwhelming. Frequent clinical examinations force students to prioritize the major demands of the curriculum ahead of research activities. Lack of options for intercalated degrees would further accentuate this problem. Regular research conferences aimed at medical students are in place to encourage research from undergraduate students. This has been taken advantage of by not only Indian students but also many sub continental medical students who are invited to these conferences.

Conclusion
There is a global decrease in students taking up research in undergraduate medical schools, for a variety of reasons. There are some common reasons that need to be addressed and could be very challenging in developing countries with large population where the priorities could be different for students, government and communities. Although the mindset exists about the long-term benefits of research, it needs to be channeled into effective actions with change in attitudes. It needs involvement of multiple third parties and organizations to bring about a change not just at the level of medical school but far beyond that as the motto for the first Forum for Medical Students Research in India said: “Far Beyond Vision”.
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